Cotton has a pride of place among the commercial crops of India. Besides cotton, textile are manufactured by handlooms, power looms and composite mills. Some of the laye textile units also operate waste spinning plant for manufacture of the coarser yarn. Coarse 12.5 count cotton yarn is used for the manufacture of following products. Durries, large size for tents or small size for bedding, cotton niwar. In this products doubled 2.5 count cotton yarn is utilized. Cotton matts, packing purpose, turpentine cloth and waist belts & holedal its belts. Cotton matts, tent houses products like shamanas, kanats etc. Being the prime supplier of raw material for the textile industry which has now an installed capacity of 188.8 lakhs spindles and 2.07 lakh looms conering nearly 653 textile units. There is good scope of new investment in this line.
NIIR Project Consultancy Services (NPCS) is a reliable name in the industrial world for offering integrated technical consultancy services. Its various services are: Pre-feasibility study, New Project Identification, Project Feasibility and Market Study, Identification of Profitable Industrial Project Opportunities, Preparation of Project Profiles and Pre-Investment and Pre-Feasibility Studies, Market Surveys and Studies, Preparation of Techno-Economic Feasibility Reports, Identification and Selection of Plant and Machinery, Manufacturing Process and or Equipment required, General Guidance, Technical and Commercial Counseling for setting up new industrial projects and industry. NPCS also publishes various technology books, directory, databases, detailed project reports, market survey reports on various industries and profit making business. Besides being used by manufacturers, industrialists and entrepreneurs, our publications are also used by Indian and overseas professionals including project engineers, information services bureau, consultants and consultancy firms as one of the input in their research.
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